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T H E MEANING OF BIRDS ' SONGS. 

I N the September number of B R I T I S H B I R D S (p. 121) Mr. 
Kirkman disagrees with Dr. Lowe's explanation of bird-song. 
We have always been told t h a t all songs of birds are simply 
the expression of sexual emotion. This is the explanation 
usually accepted. While not holding this opinion myself I 
cannot for a moment accept Mr. Kirkman's alternative that 
the bird " sings to please himself." So far as I have ever 
observed the bird has had no alternative. I have been 
studying the subject for some years, and am strongly of 
opinion tha t song is always the ebullition of superfluous energy, 
and has no direct connection with sexual matters . 

The case of the House-Sparrow may be taken as an example. 
[For some reason this species was not mentioned either by 
the Messrs. Alexander in their paper on "Song-Per iods" in 
B R I T I S H B I R D S (Vol. I., pp . 367-372), nor by Mr. Gyngell in 
his contribution on the same subject to the Naturalist (1908, 
p . 181).] The bird sings all through the year with the exception 
of the period of rearing the young; the season of moul t ; 
certain damp, dark, or foggy days in winter; and when a 
heavy fall of snow makes the task of securing food so arduous 
tha t there is no energy left for song. Indeed, in all birds, the 
song-period is coincident with a t ime of plenty. In November, 
when the Sparrow is in full song, the males are certainly 
incapable of any sexual feelings if the physiology of the bird 
is to be any index. As everyone who has dissected a Sparrow 
will remember, the essential organs in spring are probably 
not less than fifty times bigger than they are in a bird 
examined in mid-winter. 

The best way to make a bird sing is to adopt the methods 
tha t are used by bird-fanciers all over the world. Feed it 
well, keep it in good health, and close all outlets for its 
energy except the one of song. Even yet, birds are subjected 
to the atrocious process of blinding, for it is known tha t they 
sing the better for it. The darkening of the cage has the same 
effect. In either case it depends on the stopping of one or 
more outlets for the carefully stored energy of the bird. 
Female birds, when deprived by age or other causes of the 
opportunity of expending their superfluous vitality in egg-
production, are said to sing well. 
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When the male bird assists in the rearing of the young he 
finds another outlet for his energy, and this is the explanation 
of the cessation of song in May or June, and also of the 
occasional outbursts from birds whose nests have been robbed. 
Once through the moult, and free from the arduous duties of 
the nursery, the abundance of food in late summer explains the 
well-known autumnal songs of so many birds. This is by no 
means confined to the Passeres. I have often watched Coots, 
Grebes, Grouse, Snipe, Lapwings and several other birds going 
through their so-called "love performances" in August, 
September, October, and even later still. This phenomenon 
is always dependent upon the abundance of food, and the 
scarcity of enemies to repose. I t is an interesting fact, and 
one that can hardly be a mere coincidence, that the 
commonest birds have the most extended song-periods. This 
is exactly what one would expect under the theory that song 
is the result of superfluous vitality. 

Song must be a useful guide to the female in her choice of 
a mate. In choosing the noisiest she is unconsciously 
securing the male with the most superabundant energy. 
When the young are hatched this stored-up vitality will be 
turned into another more useful channel. And if the male 
takes no part in the rearing of the young the song is still 
useful to the species in another way. The whereabouts of the 
singer is evident to birds or animals of prey, and the useless 
bird is bundled off the scene to leave more room for the 
coming chicks. At least, this would be Stolzmaii's explana
tion. It is surely going too far to grant aesthetic tastes to 
birds when the most generous of us cannot allow them in by 
far the greater number of our own species. The human 
animal, when he sings instinctively, acts under exactly the same 
impulse that moves the bird. Surely sex has nothing to do 
with the singing of children, or with the half-conscious 
humming of an adult engaged in a simple task ! 

It would take up too much space to cite instances in 
support of the statement that bird-song is not connected 
except indirectly with sexual affairs, and that it is at all times 
and in all birds nothing but the overflowing of the vitality 
that cannot be stored or used up in any other way. But 
bearing this explanation in mind it should not be difficult to 
understand many of the puzzles that are quite insoluble by 
means of the present theories of song. 

PKBDK. J. STUBBS. 

A YOUNG Robin—one of a brood hatched in May—comes 
daily into our house in search of food. Having satisfied its 
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hunger, it sometimes perches near the fire, where its sings 
two or three times before departing. 

AUGUSTINE REES. 

MARSH-WARBLER BREEDING IN 
WORCESTERSHIRE. 

MR. W. DAVIES writes to us that while spending a holiday 
in Worcestershire he noticed on May 23rd a song which quite 
puzzled him. He saw the singer, and watching it closely 
came to the conclusion that it was a Marsh-Warbler 
{Acrocephalus palustris). In subsequent walks in the neigh
bourhood he met with several other birds with the same song ; 
in fact he states that he considers the bird " quite common " in 
this district. " They were distributed over an area of several 
miles. I found them chiefly along hedgerows adjoining fields of 
wheat and beans. There was in most cases a ditch along the 
hedge, in some cases with water but in others dry, but in all 
cases there was a luxuriant growth of coarse herbage." More
over Mr. Davies affirms that he did not meet with a single 
Reed- or Sedge-Warbler during his stay in the place. 

He did not himself discover a nest, but Mr. F. Coburn, 
who spent a day or two in the neighbourhood, sends us the 
following account of his experiences : — 

" It is with great pleasure that I am enabled this season to 
add a new breeding bird to the list for the Midland Counties, 
and that such a little-known species as the Marsh-Warbler 
(Acrocephalus palustris). For obvious reasons I withhold the 
name of the district where I found the birds breeding, further 
than to state that it was in Worcestershire. 

" A friend—Mr. W. Davies—having described to me the song 
of a bird he had heard in Worcestershire I decided to 
investigate the matter, and on June 13th last, after much 
searching, I found one pair of the birds breeding. 

" This being my first acquaintance with the Marsh-Warbler, 
it was intensely interesting to listen to the song of a bird I 
had never before heard. The spot where I found the birds 
was a strange one for Marsh-Warblers, and would have been 
unusual even for Sedge-Warblers. I t was in an old orchard 
by a much-frequented roadside, used also for grazing cattle 
and as a fowl-run, and the only water for a considerable 
distance away was a brook dividing two orchards. There 
was no osier-bed, or anything approaching a marsh, for many 
miles, indeed the whole district is under high cultivation. 

" I found the male bird singing in an old pear-tree, and lay 
down outside the orchard for two hours listening to the song 
and watching the birds. 
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" The song of the Marsh-Warbler once heard will never be 
forgotten; it cannot be mistaken for that of any other 
Aerocephaline bird I have ever heard. The bird is to a certain 
extent a mimic, and introduces into its song a few bars of 
those of the Nightingale, Linnet and Sedge-Warbler, connecting 
them with its own notes, but the song is always the same, 
the bars from the songs of other birds being always the 
same, and in the same order. I should not have regarded it as 
being altogether a mimicking song but that Mr. H. Eliot 
Howard assures me that in other districts, especially abroad 
where he has studied the bird, the song is composed of portions 
of those of other birds of that district; but he confirms my 
observation that the order of the song is always the same. 

" To my eyes the Marsh-Warbler could not easily be 
mistaken for the Reed-Warbler. The under-side of the two 
birds I saw was of a clear and very pale yellow which would 
perhaps fade after death and render it somewhat difficult to 
distinguish from the skin of a Reed-Warbler. I have never 
examined a skin, but in life the Marsh- could never be 
mistaken for the Reed-Warbler, as it is thicker in build and 
as bold and lively as a Sedge-Warbler. I t lacks the slender 
form and mouse-like creeping habits of the Reed-Warbler. 

" At the base of the old pear-tree where I heard the 
male bird singing was a clump of stinging nettles and 
cow-parsnips, and in the middle of these I found the 
beautifully constructed nest containing five eggs, which had 
been incubated about four days. The nest was attached 
to the forked stems of the cow-parsnip and two nettles. 
Mr. H. Eliot Howard says that the nest is a typical one, as 
also are the eggs. The nest is very deep, and answers 
perfectly to some published descriptions. Both nest and eggs 
are so very distinctive that they are easily recognisable and 
could not be mistaken for those of any other bird I know. 

" After the birds had found that their nesting site had been 
discovered their bold manner entirely changed, and they 
became quiet and exceedingly wary and skulking." 

[Mr. Goburn is in error in supposing that the Marsh-Warbler 
has previously escaped notice in the Midland counties, as the 
following extract by the late R. F. Tomes, in the "Victoria 
History of the County of Worcester," Vol. I., p. 147 (1901), will 
show:—" A bird, which has subsequently proved to be the 
Marsh-Warbler, was known to visit the valley of the Avon 
in the counties of Warwick, Gloucester, and Worcester as a 
summer migrant more than thirty years since. The first one 
observed frequented some very high beans by the side of the 
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Avon at Welford, about five miles down stream from Stratford. 
Others were subsequently heard and seen, but it was not 
until the summer of 1887 that the species was satisfactorily-
determined, when two were shot by the author, whose attention 
was called to them by their unmistakable song and particular 
[sic] movements. Since that time others have been noted. 
In 1888 four were heard, all in the same neighbourhood, 
namely, in the valley of the Avon, near Littleton. After that 
date others were noted, and in the middle of June, 1892, 
a pair were seen by the author in some rank herbage in the 
bottom of a deserted stone-quarry, when, on search being made, 
a nest was found suspended between the stems of some nettles. 
But an animal of some kind had apparently rushed through 
the nettles and pushed the nest aside, so that it could no 
longer be made use of. I t contained one egg. Another nest 
was speedily constructed near the spot, and was found to be 
suspended between the stems of some umbelliferous plants. 
The pair of birds were watched going to and from the nest 
until four eggs were laid, which with the one in the first nest 
made up the full number, and after an interval of a few days, 
during which no more eggs were laid, both nests with the 
eggs were taken. Since the date above mentioned the Marsh-
Warbler has been repeatedly heard in the same neighbourhood, 
and no doubt remains that it is a regular summer visitor with 
us, though not in any considerable numbers. I t is a thorough 
mimic, and has been heard to imitate the notes of the Skylark, 
Swallow, Sparrow, Chaffinch, Blackbird, Thrush, Starling, 
Partridge, and some others, which are mixed and blended with 
its own notes into a low but very sweet song. The precise 
spots chosen by the Marsh-Warbler are such as are frequented 
by the Common Whitethroat and the Sedge-Warbler, but it 
has not been heard in the reed-beds of the Avon."—-EDS.] 

MARSH-WARBLER IN KENT. 
As I was going up Godmersham Hill on June 11th, I heard a 
song of a Warbler unknown to me in a young ash plantation; 
on the 16th I again heard it and saw that the bird was an 
Acrocephalus; so on the following morning I went into the 
plantation and watched it for some time. I should not have 
known it from a Reed-Warbler by its colour, though I 
thought it looked slightly yellowish below; but its habits and 
song were quite different; it sang from exposed branches of 
some slender oaks and ashes left to form standards; it 
generally started its bursts of song with a note like a Wrhite-
throats' alarm-note, then went to irregular notes something 
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like a Reed-Warbler's song, and when at its best frequently 
introduced a very clear and sweet phrase, unlike the song of 
any other British warbler. 

I went again on the 26th, and Dr. C. B. Tieehurst on the 
30th, but we neither of us came across it, so it presumably 
did not stay to nest there. 

C. J. ALEXANDER. 

NESTING OF AN APPARENTLY MATELESS 
SEDGE-WARBLER. 

OK June 6th, on a small piece of swampy ground at Llandrillo, 
Merioneth, I found a Sedge-Warbler's (Acrocephalus phragmitis) 
nest with six eggs. On mentioning the fact to Mr. A. McL. 
Marshall, on whose ground the nest was, he expressed great 
surprise, as he had visited the spot nearly every day during 
the previous five weeks, and had never heard a Sedge-Warbler 
singing there. I, too, visited the spot nearly every day for a 
fortxdght, and never heard a bird sing, nor did I see more 
than the one bird; finally, I examined the eggs, and found them 
unfertile after at least a week's incubation. The question 
arises, did this bird ever have a mate ? If so, it may have 
lost it on migration, or soon after it arrived, and failed to find 
another. The Sedge-Warbler was certainly not a common 
bird in the district, as during a fortnight's ramble I did not 
come across another pair. Mr. Marshall tells me that a pail-
nest in this same spot every year. I t seems to me that the 
probability is that the male bird never reached its breeding 
haunt, or else was killed soon after its arrival and before 
breeding commenced, otherwise the eggs, at any rate, would 
have been fertile. 

C. B. TICEHXJRST. 

RED-BACKED SHRIKE RETURNING TO NEST IN 
THE SAME PLACE. 

THE bird referred to in my note (p. 116) was a Red-backed 
Shrike, with an injured foot, which returned to the same bush 
to nest for two years on Chipperfield Common; the third year 
the bird was there, but I was too early for the nest. 

M. BEDFORD. 

DEPARTURE OF HOUSE-MARTINS. 
ON August 9th, between six and seven o'clock p.m., an 
assemblage of House-Martins (Ohelidon urbica)—mostly young 
birds—-took place in the vicinity of my house at Stocksfield-
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on-Tyne and began to settle on the roof until I counted over 
eighty and many others kept coming in or flying round. Those 
on the roof were either preening their feathers or flying up 
in batches, then settling down again, whilst they kept up 
a continual twitter. 

At seven o'clock precisely I heard a distinct sound like a 
pea-whistle proceed from one of the birds flying round, when 
instantly the whole of the Martins on the roof arose with one 
accord and began circling round ascending higher and higher 
until they were almost lost to sight, when they made off in a 
line direct southwards. Within ten minutes not one was to 
be seen. It was a beautiful calm evening. 

J . S. T. WALTON. 

LESSER REDPOLL NESTING IN ESSEX. 
ON June 19th I found a nest of the Lesser Redpoll (Linota 
rufescens) in a lane two miles from Waltham Abbey on the 
main road to Nazeing Common. The nest was built about 
four feet from the ground in a small bush growing on the top 
of a high bank, and contained five eggs in an advanced state 
of incubation. I have been in the neighbourhood of 
Waltham Abbey every spring and summer for the last ten 
years, but I have never before seen a Lesser Redpoll or found 
its nest. 

R. HAY FENTON. 

NESTING DATES OF THE LESSER REDPOLL IN 
CAMBRIDGESHIRE, BEDFORDSHIRE AND WILT

SHIRE. 
SOME further dates of the nesting of the Lesser Redpoll (Linota 
rufescens) may be of interest:— 

Wicken Fens, Gambs.—May 19th, 1901, one egg. June 2nd, 
1901, three newly-hatched young and two eggs. 

Tempsford, Beds.—June 21st, 1908, five eggs, apparently 
about half incubated. May 20th, 1909, three eggs, newly-laid. 
May 31st, 1909, two nests, one containing four eggs, apparently 
at least half incubated ; the second, one egg and four newly-
hatched young. 

Chippenham Park, Combs.—June 21st, 1909, two nests, both 
with young about four days old. 

GEORGE T. ATCHINSON. 

REVERTING to Mr. Gray's remarks in the last number of 
BRITISH BIRDS on the breeding time of the Lesser Redpoll 
(Linota rufescens) in Essex, it may be of interest to him and 
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others to learn that so far as my experience goes of this bird 
in Wiltshire, the average date when eggs have been found 
is June 6th. These are my records for the past seven years :— 
June 2nd, June 5th, June 13th, June 5th, June 5th. I might 
mention that this is a very local breeding species in Wiltshire, 
and I am only aware of one locality where it may be found 
nesting. This particular place I should think contains about 
five or six pairs. 

The fact that one of the nests, discovered on June 5th of 
this year, was patronised by a Cuckoo is, I think, worthy of 
notice, inasmuch as the Redpoll is so rarely selected as a 
foster-parent. The nest contained the Cuckoo's egg and four 
of the Lesser Redpoll. 

D. WT. MUSSEL-WHITE. 

LATE NEST OP CROSSBILL IN IRELAND. 
I WAS greatly surprised when I received a note from a keeper 
in co. Wicklow on June 8th, 1909, stating that he had " a 
Crossbill's nest " (Loxia curvirostra). On June 9th I climbed 
to the nest, which was about forty feet up a larch tree on the 
main stem, which had turned over at the top of the tree. The 
nest contained four eggs, three well incubated and one un
fertile. I have never heard of so late a nest. I have many 
keepers on the watch for Crossbills, but had no report of any 
having been seen since October, 1908. The pair above referred 
to only arrived in the wood, in which they bred, about 
May 20th. 

R. HAMILTON-HOTTEB. 

[The late John Hancock (Cat. of Birds of Northumberland 
and Durham, p. 49) mentions a nest with young at Hesleyside, 
on July 14th, 1838.— F. C. R. J.] 

THE IRRUPTION OF CROSSBILLS. 
W E have received the following further details of the irrup
tion of Crossbills. In our next issue we hope to give a map 
showing occurrences so far as recorded. 
YOBKSHIBE.—On or about June 28th a flock of Crossbills 

alighted on a ship at sea off Scarborough, eight of them 
being caught. The vessel went into port on the Firth of 
Forth, where the birds were seen and identified by Mr. 
E. H. Steavenson, whose father told me of the fact 
(H. E. Forrest). One in adult plumage seen on the 
Yorkshire coast, September 12th, and another, also adult, 
on September 23rd (H. F. Witherby). 
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HERTS, AND BUCKS.—-A flock of sixteen (both green and red 
birds) seen near Tring on the boundary between the two 
counties, on September 12th (C. Oldham). 

SURREY.—A flock of a dozen visited Oxted on August 4th 
and stayed for a fortnight (P. II. Bahr). 

STAFFORDSHIRE.—-Mr. F. A. Monekton, of Stretton Hall, 
Stafford, writes that a flock of 20-30 appeared there on 
August 29th, and another small flock on September 2nd 
(John R. B. Masefield). 

SHROPSHIRE.—On July 22nd a party of about 20 Crossbills 
paid a passing visit to Petton Park, near Shrewsbury. 
They appeared to be flitting about in a generally westerly 
direction. I received three from Cressage (two S—one 
¥), shot on September 4th, out of a party of about 
forty. Two were killed near Oswestry about the same 
date (H. E. Forrest). 

IRELAND.—Flocks of Crossbills have been reported from 
several places around Dublin. I saw a party of twenty 
in Palmerston Park, one of the city suburbs, on the 
16th July (W. J. Williams). A solitary bird seen to 
settle on the only pine tree in the district, at Maam's 
Cross, co. Galway, on August 17th, and another heard 
calling in the same tree on August 20th (P. H. Bahr). 

ALPINE SWIFT IN NORFOLK. 

THE appearance of an Alpine Swift (Oypselus melba), during a 
recent stay at Cromer, may be worth recording. The bird 
could be seen any day flying up and down the cliffs up to 
the date of my departure, July 31st. 

The differences between this bird and the Common Swift 
were very marked, the Alpine Swift having a more powerful 
flight, being larger in size, having white under-parts, and 
being generally browner in appearance. 

D. W. MUSSEL-WHITE. 

EARLY BREEDING OF NIGHTJAR IN IRELAND. 

ON May 13th, 1909, a Nightjar (Caprimulgus europceus) was 
flushed from one egg, laid on a bare patch of ground amongst 
gorse, one hundred yards from the sea, in co. Waterford. The 
bird was again flushed from one egg on May 16th. The egg 
was then taken and handed to me on May 20th unblown. 

R. HAMILTON-HUNTER. 
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TWO YOUNG CUCKOOS FED BY THE SAME 
MEADOW-PIPIT. 

ON Sunday, August 15th, while out on the moors north of 
Scarborough, I saw two perfectly fledged young Cuckoos 
being fed by one Meadow-Pipit. When first seen one of the 
Cuckoos was on a wall dividing a field from the moor, and the 
other was on the ground among the heather, and they were 
both keeping up a continual crying for food. Presently a 
Meadow-Pipit flew up to the one on the wall and put some 
food into its mouth. I kept my glasses on the Pipit while it 
went in search of more food among the heather and was 
surprised to see it go, not to the Cuckoo on the wall, but to 
the other one. This happened several times, the Cuckoos 
being fed alternately until one flew away into some trees, 
when the Meadow-Pipit devoted all its attention to the 
remaining one. 

E. ABNOLD WALLIS. 

SHORT-EARED OWL BREEDING IN LANCASHIRE. 
Apropos of your correspondent's note on the nesting of the 
Short-eared Owl in south Lancashire (p. 126), I may say that 
the species nests sparingly on Cockerham Moss, in north 
Lancashire, and also on the moors, and that a fair number of 
adults have unfortunately been shot both in and out of the 
nesting season in the locality during the past seven years. 

H. W. ROBINSON. 

MONTAGU'S HARRIERS IN IRELAND. 

AN adult male Montagu's Harrier (Circus cineraceus) was shot 
on the mountains near Rathdrum, co. Wicklow, on the 27th 
August. The stomach was. empty, but Grouse feathers adhered 
to the bird's talons. Repeated captures of this species in 
co. Wicklow rather tend to the belief that it may yet be found 
breeding there. An immature male Montagu's Harrier was 
captured on Lambay Island, co. Dublin, on August 16th. 

W. J. WILLIAMS. 

HONEY-BUZZARD IN IRELAND. 

A FEMALE Honey-Buzzard (Pernis apivorus) in adult plumage 
was trapped on Lord Ashtown's property at Glenaheirey, co. 
Tipperary, on June 12th. 

W. J. WILLIAMS. 
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ADDITIONS TO THE SHROPSHIRE AVIFAUNA. 
A CASE of Falcons has just been presented to the Shrewsbury 
Museum by Mrs. H. 0 . Wilson, who states that all the 
specimens in it were collected on or near the Longmynd, 
between 1848 and 1857, when her late husband was rector of 
Church Stretton. Besides examples of the commoner species, 
the series includes all three of the British Harriers, a pair of 
Kites, an adult Red-footed Falcon (F. vesperfinus), Goshawk 
(Astur palumbaritis), and an immature Iceland Falcon (F. 
idandus). This last had been recorded by Roche, and 
was one of two examples obtained at Leebotwood, the other 
being placed in the Hawkstone collection. The date was not 
given by Roche, but I now learn that in the Rev. H. O. Wilson's 
diary there is an entry on 5th April, 1853, of a payment to 
Millington (keeper) "for the Jer-Falcon"; so that the bird 
was probably obtained just before that date. The Red-footed 
Falcon has been obtained on three other occasions in Shrop
shire, but the Goshawk never; the species is, therefore, new 
to the county fauna. 

H. E. FORREST. 

OSPREY IN SHROPSHIRE. 
DURING the latter half of May an Osprey took up its quarters 
on (Meniere, Ellesmere. I t was seen there constantly by the 
keeper up to June 10th, when an otter-hunt, which lasted the 
greater part of the afternoon, disturbed it. That evening it 
was seen to capture a fish in Ellesmere mere, and it returned 
once afterwards to Colemere, but then disappeared. 

H. E. FORREST. 

THE FOOD OF THE COMMON EIDER. 
ON reading Mr. Robinson's note on this subject in the March 
number of BRITISH BIRDS (Vol. II., pp. 344, 384),~ I was 
reminded of a series of observations I made on the food of 
the Eider Duck a good many years ago. Perhaps the facts 
are of sufficient interest to be worth recording at this time. 

In February, 1885, a bird-stuffer in Edinburgh received from 
a " sportsman," who wras spending a holiday in Orkney, no 
fewer than forty-two Eiders. Happening to call at the 
taxidermist's the day the first lot arrived, I noticed that one 
of the birds was much swollen about the throat. On 
examination its gullet was found to be crammed with the 
shells of small molluscs, chiefly the delicate blue-rayed limpet 
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(Helcion pellucidum), and the pretty brown and white 
Lacuna divarieata, both common inhabitants of the fronds of 
the large sea-weed, Laminaria. These, and the contents of 
the stomach or gizzard, I secured, and made arrangements 
whereby I was enabled to examine the food-material from 
the whole of the birds. The following is a list of the mollusca 
and other animals identified. The paucity of bivalve molluscs 
is noteworthy in view of the prominent place usually assigned 
to them in the Eider's diet. 
Helcion pellucidum :—Present, usually in large numbers, in 25 out of 

the 42 birds. (Esophagus often rilled with it and the next species ; 
in one case 286 of the former together with 144 of the latter—most 
of the shells still quite uninjured—were extracted. This was over 
and above the pounded mass in the gizzard. 

Lacuna divarieata:—Present in 10 cases, thrice in large quantity, 144, 
as mentioned above, being taken from the gullet of one bird. 

Buccinum undatum :—Occurred in 4 oases, in 3 of which i t constituted 
practically the whole contents of the oesophagus and stomach, a few 
of the next shell being the only other thing present. One bird had 
9 all but entire Buccina in its gullet; another had 8, and a third 7. 
A number of the shells were two inches in length. 

Trochus cinerarius:—Occurred in 9 cases, but only in small numbers 
(3 or 4), and always entire or nearly so, even in the gizzard. 

Trochus magus:—In two cases, four specimens and one respectively. 
Trochus zizyphinus :—In two cases, one specimen in each. 
Littorina obtusata :—Occurred only once, when a dozen examples were 

present. 
Purpura lapillus:—Once ; two found. 
Nassa incrassata :—Once; a few only. 
Cyprcea europcea:—The " Cowrie " occurred but once ; one specimen. 
Saxicava rugosa:—Present once ; portions of two examples. 
Solen siliqua:—In gullet of one bird ; portions about 2 j inches long of 

the valves (still united) of two examples. When entire these razor-
fish shells must have been about 5 inches in length. 

Hyas coarctatus, Carcinus mamas, and Cancer pagurus:—Remains of one 
or other of these three crabs were detected in 17 cases. Hyas was 
perhaps the most general, and Cancer decidedly the least frequent. 
Examples of Hyas, entire bu t for the want of a leg or two, from If 
to If inches, and a Carcinus 2 inches across the carapace, were taken 
from the gullets of some of the ducks. 

Idotea tricuspidata:—Occurred in three cases, in one the oesophagus 
and gizzard being crammed with it. 

Asterias rubens:—This star-fish was present thrice ; in one instance 4 
good sized examples were found in the duck's throat . 

Ophiothrix fragilis :—Once ; portions of 3 or 4 in gullet. 
Actinia mesembryanihemum (?):—A piece of a sea-anemone occurred 

once, along with fragments of crabs. 
Loligo sp. (?):—One duck had its gullet and stomach filled with the 

flesh of a cuttle-fish, probably of this genus. 
Spawn of Cottus (?):—Another contained a quanti ty of the roe of some 

inshore fish, Cottus perhaps. 

Some small black stones were found in the gizzards of three 
of the birds, a few pieces of Laminaria in several, and in one 
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there was a grain of wheat. In one case only were both 
oesophagus and stomach quite empty. 

From Eiders shot in the Firth of Forth I have obtained, 
besides Helcion pellucidum and Lacuna divaricata, many 
broken mussel shells (Mytilus edulis), and a few Tellina tenuis. 

A variety of Saxicava rugosa, it is interesting to note, was 
found by Fabricius in the crop of the King-Eider (Jeffreys' 
British Gonchology, Vol. III., p. 83). 

WILLIAM EVANS. 

FLOCKING OF THE RED-BREASTED MERGANSER. 
ON August 2nd, 1908, I saw on a large inland lake in the 
north-west of Ireland some sixty Red-breasted Mergansers 
(Mergus serrator) collected together about the point of a 
promontory. On at least one other occasion within a few days 
of the above date I saw a pack of approximately the same 
number about the point of an adjacent island; they were 
probably the same birds. Again on August 3rd, 1909, I saw 
another pack in the same locality. On all these occasions the 
weather was fine. I was unable to discern their sex, for I am 
not sufficiently acquainted with the seasonal change of 
plumage in the male to enable me to differentiate between the 
sexes after he has assumed the " eclipse" plumage, which I 
gather from Messrs. Ussher and Warren's " Birds of Ireland " 
is some time in June. They, however, were probably males, 
with perhaps a few barren females. Seebohm in his work on 
" British Birds " (Vol. III., p. 630) states that " in stormy 
weather in summer the Merganser seeks shelter in some 
secluded creek or inlet. In these places numbers of birds 
congregate, but as soon as the storm is over disperse again." 

HERBERT TREVELYAN. 

WOODCOCK REMOVING ITS EGGS. 
WITH reference to Miss Turner's photographs and account of 
the Water-Rail (pp. 65-68), an old keeper in Perthshire gave 
me a very graphic description last spring of how a Woodcock 
removed the eggs from a nest in which he had accidentally 
smashed one egg. 

M. BEDFORD. 

BLACK-TAILED GODWITS IN YORKSHIRE AND 
LINCOLNSHIRE. 

EXCEPTIONAL numbers of the Black-tailed Godwits (Limosa 
belgica) occurred on the north and south shores of the 
Humber on September 3rd and 4th, One flock I saw 
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contained eleven birds. I handled in all five examples shot 
by the shore-gunners. These birds without an exception were 
immature and, singularly, all females. The occurrence of 'the 
species in such numbers is regarded as unusual, since, hitherto, 
it has visited the district only in small numbers and somewhat 
irregularly, not being recorded at all during some seasons. 

STANLEY DUNCAN. 

BLACK TERNS IN NORTH WALES AND CUMBER
LAND. 

IN view of the fact that the visits of the Black Tern to North 
Wales are few and far between (c/. Vert. Fauna N. Wales, 
p. 369), it may be worth recording that the species has this 
year appeared in three distinct localities, all about mid-May. 
Six were seen on 21st May flying about over Presaddfed Lake, 
near Holyhead, by Messrs. R. J. and W. G. Edwards. One 
in full summer plumage was shot while in company with 
several others at Towyn on 15th May, and sent in to Cooke, 
the Shrewsbury taxidermist, who also showed me a similar 
bird, shot at Bettws-y-Coed by a Mr. Cameron a few days 
earlier. This is a first record for Carnarvonshire. 

H. E. FORREST. 

ON August 26th I found the remains of an adult Black Tern 
(Hydrochdidon nigra), on the sandhills at Ravenglass, in 
Cumberland. The last seen there was one I recorded as 
having occurred on May 6th, 1907, which stayed a couple of 
days ; the first there for many years (see Additions, Vol. II., 
p. 306). 

H. W. ROBINSON. 

WHITE-WINGED BLACK TERN IN WARWICKSHIRE. 

KNOWING that the White-winged Black Tern (Hydrochdidon 
leucoplera) is an extremely rare visitor to the Midlands, it is 
with a certain amount of diffidence that I record a bird, I 
think undoubtedly belonging to this species, which appeared 
at Packington on May 8th, 1909. When I first saw the bird 
it was accompanied by a Black Tern (H, nigra), and I was at 
once struck by the lightness of its wings, as they hawked 
together over the pool. As I watched them the lighter-winged 
bird settled on a post rising above the water less than ten 
yards from where I stood, and I could plainly see that the 
carpal joint was pure white, this colour shading into the dark 
grey of the wing. After a short rest the bird raised its wings 
and a few seconds later flew from the stump, and during the 
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time that its back and tail were visible I could see that the 
tail, tail-coverts and lower rump were pure white. 

As I am not aware tha t in any stage of its plumage the 
Black Tern has the tail, tail-coverts and carpal joints white, 
I think there can be no doubt tha t the bird was H. leucoptera. 

A. G. L E I G H . 

NOTES ON B R E E D I N G OF T H E COMMON AND 
SANDWICH T E R N S . 

HAVING marked, together with my friend Mr. P . W. Smalley, 
742 young of the Common Tern, and handled nearly, if not 
quite, a thousand of them during Ju ly and August, perhaps a 
few notes on these young birds may be of interest. 

The young of the Common Tern are dimorphic, in that 
some have red and others yellow legs, while some are much 
darker on the back than others. When hatched they have 
very thick legs, which grow thinner as the birds grow larger, 
until the extremely small tarsus of the adult is reached. 

Some of the young in down have a pure white tip to the 
beak, of small extent, which disappears with the growth of 
the feathers. The chief food of these young birds consists of 
young herrings, but many small whiting were found, and also 
a few young codling, lumpsuckers and long rough dabs, and 
although the colony was bounded on one side by a river 
famous for its Salmonidce, no trace of the young of these fish 
was found a t all on the ground. 

The chief food of the young Sandwich Terns was young 
whiting, and tha t of the Black-headed Gulls almost entirely 
sand-eels. I am indebted to Mr. Eagle Clarke, who kindly 
corroborated my identification of the fish disgorged by the 
young Terns. 

Many of the nests of the Common Tern contained clutches 
of three eggs, and many also only a couple, and not a few a 
single egg only. These varied very much in colour, and 
several blue and white eggs were seen, and one complete clutch 
of three blue eggs spotted with small black spots at their 
larger end. 

The Sandwich Terns arrive at their nesting place a month 
before the Common species, the first pair of the former being 
seen this year on March 29th, and of the lat ter on April 25th. 

On our first visit on June 20th, the Common Terns had 
not finished laying, few nests containing more than two eggs 
and a great many only one, so no young were seen. But on 
this date the Sandwich Terns were nearly all hatched out, the 
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usual clutch being two, but some had three and a few only 
one egg. The keeper marks every egg of this species with an 
indelible pencil, so as to render them useless to egg-stealers, 
and their number this year was 498, as compared with a little 
over half that number last year. The young of this species 
are very hard to find, as the colony is situated among the 
thick herbage of the rag-wort, and we only succeeded in 
marking 42. On this date young Black-headed Gulls 
were running and flying about in thousands, being mobbed 
unmercifully and sometimes killed when they trespassed 
among the eggs of the Common Tern, and many eggs had yet 
to hatch. Upon one of our visits a Cuckoo also was having 
a very bad time of it. The mortality among the young 
Gulls is enormous, although the ground here is clean as com
pared with another gullery in Lancashire where the ground 
is very foul and wet, but the mortality far less, starvation 
and the gape-worm being the main causes of death among 
them. 

The mortality among the young Common Terns is also fairly 
high, but not a fraction of what it is among the Gulls, but a 
remarkable fact is that there seems scarcely any mortality 
among the young of the Sandwich Tern. 

A pair of Peregrines were preying upon the Common 
Terns, at whose advent or crossing every voice was hushed, 
although the Falcons were often invisible to the human eye; 
those birds on the ground rising, and those high in air falling 
towards the earth and scattering in all directions. On the 
other hand, the Gulls do not seem to mind a Hawk much, 
but rise in great consternation when a Heron passes overhead. 

On our second visit on July 23rd, not a single Sandwich 
Tern or Gull remained, notwithstanding the number of eggs 
of the latter unhatched on June 20th, all of which were now 
also gone ; but Common Terns were in great abundance, and 
in all stages of development, some were even flying. So easy 
were they to find that we rung 279 in two hours, and then 
had to stop owing to our supply of rings having become 
exhausted. Many eggs had yet to hatch, and some birds 
were still laying—possibly second broods. 

On July 30th they were much scarcer and harder to find, 
but we succeeded in marking 297, but on August 10th, our 
next visit, we only marked 74, and less on every 
succeeding day, viz., on August 13th, 17th, 18th and 26th, 
when I marked 46, 30, 13 and 3, respectively, most of the 
old birds also having left on the last date. 

There were a few cripples met with among the Common 
Terns, perhaps 20 or 25, the chief deformity being a stiff 
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wing from the middle joint outwards, but a few birds were 
afflicted Avith a curious disease which destroyed the feet. 

H. W. ROBINSON. 

GREAT CRESTED GREBE, DOUBLE-BROODED. 
As there has been some controversy on the subject of the 
Great Crested Grebe (Podicipes crislatus) being double-brooded 
(c/. Vol. II., pp. 171, 242), I may here give the results of my 
observations on two pairs of this species at one of their 
Warwickshire breeding haunts. First, however, I would like to 
explain that by double-brooded I mean the laying of a second 
clutch of eggs after the first brood has been reared. 

On May 9th I discovered a nest containing one egg; on 
May 12th it contained four eggs; and on May 30th one of 
these had been taken, while on the same date I saw the 
second pair, whose nest I had been unable to find, accompanied 
by two well-grown young ; the eggs in the first nest hatched 
about June 12th. On June 24th I saw the female of the 
second pair sitting on a second nest ; on July 17th one of 
these eggs had hatched, while I saw the male of the first 
pair carrying materials to a half-constructed nest on which 
sat the female; this latter nest unfortunately vanished, and 
a third was not constructed. 

These observations show beyond doubt that the Great 
Crested Grebe will sometimes in any case rear two broods in 
one year. 

A. G. LEIGH. 

THE USE OF DOMED NESTS.—In the August number of 
the " Irish Naturalist " Mr. C. B. Moffat has an interesting 
paper (pp. 161-166) on the use of domed nests. Taking the 
eight Irish birds which build nests of this type, he proceeds to 
show that only one, the Magpie, can be said to need protection 
on account of the conspicuous colouring of the incubating 
female, and suggests as an alternative theory that the real 
object of the roof in six out of the eight cases, at any rate, 
is to prevent the young from falling out of the nest, especially 
at the period when they are nearly ready to fly. In con
firmation of this he points out that the builders of the domed 
nests lay larger clutches than their congeners, which are con
tent with the open type. Of course the same object is attained 
by those birds which breed in holes, or nest on the ground, 
and in the case of the Goldcrest by attaching the nest at 
several points to the branch above. The paper is an interesting 
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one and well worth reading. One or two apparent exceptions 
occur to us : the House-Sparrow builds a domed nest in the 
open or else breeds in a hole, yet the clutch is not a large one 
as a rule, and four is a much commoner number than five in 
some districts. The Brambling, which frequently lays seven 
eggs, the Great Grey Shrike, which has been known to lay as 
many as nine eggs, and the Red-backed Shrike, which often 
lays seven and occasionally eight, may be quoted as instances of 
birds which rear large families in open nests above the ground, 
while on the other hand the clutches in the genera Gisticola, 
Prima, and Scotocerca are small, although the nests are roofed 
in. Mr. Moffat suggests that the Dipper's nest is covered as 
a protection from the spray, and possibly that of the House 
Martin served the same purpose when built on sea-eliffs. 

F. C. R. J. 

THE USE OP THE WINGS AND FEET BY DIVING BIRDS.— 
Under this heading Dr. C. W. Townsend contributes to the 
" A u k " (1909, pp. 234-248) a useful article bringing together 
the observations of a number of naturalists upon this point. 
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